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APPORTIONABLE PREMIUMS 

RICHARD L. LONDON 

This is a sequel to my earlier paper on Installment Pre-

miums. There it was shown that if the net premiums p[m) and x 

p[m) (A) for end-of-year and moment-of-death benefit payment x ' 

respectively, were appropriately defined, and if the premium 

deduction at death was appropriately calculated, then policies 

using these schemes were identical to the corresponding annual 

premium policies with net premiums Px and P(Ax ). Consequently 

the terminal reserves for such corresponding policies are ex-

aCtly equal: 

This paper explores the parallel case of apportionable 

premiums, another situation in which a special adjustment pay-

ment at death causes an otherwise' somewhat complex policy to 

be identical with a more simple and familiar one. As with in-

stallment premiums, this will result in terminal reserves for 

the complex policy being exactly equal to those for its cor-

responding familiar policy. 

This problem has been explored by Scher [2), without 

identifying it as the apportionable premium policy. It is re-

peated here to stress its parallelism with the installment pre-

mium policy, to derive the general m-thly premium case, to pre-

sent a more straightforward algebraic derivation, and to in-

clude the end-of-year benefit case. 

As. with the installment premium case, if the net premiums 
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~~~Jii.' .!m, .nd .t
m, "'." for ond-of-yoor and ~~nC-of-doa<h bo.om 

payment respectively, are appropriately defined, and if the 
':l 

premium refund is appropriately calculated, then policies using 

'these schemes are identical to the corresponding continuous 

. premium policies with net premiums P x and P(Ax )' Consequently 

the terminal reserves for such corresponding policies are ex-

actly equal: v{m} 
t x 

As in the installment premium case, Jordan [1) fails to 

take interest into account when dealing with the premium re-

fund. Thus he has different definitions for the net premiums, 

and does not reach the result for reserves stated in the pre-

ceding paragraph. The beauty of the result for reserves, of 

course, is that awkward approximations for apportionable pre

mium policy reserves can be avoided. Reserve factors tVx and 

tV(Ax) are readily available from continuous and discrete com

mutation functions. 

II. MOMENT-OF-DEATH BENEFIT CASE 

Consider first the moment-of-death benefit case with m=l . 
. -~-

Continuous payment of premium, at annual rate P(A
X

) , is 

physically impossible. Its beginning-of-year lump-sum equiva

lent is P(Ax ) 'af!' which is the proper definition of p(l} (A), 

referred to by Scher as the discounted continuous annual pre

mium. Thus the two premium schemes, P(A
x

) and p{l}(A
x

) are 
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equivalent for years the insured lives through. They are not 

equivalent in the year of death, since we have collected a 

whole year's premium in p{l}(A ), but would have collected 
x 

continuously up to the point of death only under P(Ax ) . 

To make the two schemes equivalent in the year of death, 

there should be a refund at death equal to the value then of 

what was collected, but would not have been under the P(Ax ) 

scheme. This amount, the .appropriate refund, is P(Ax ) .a~ 

for death at duration s within that year. If this is done, we 

should be able to see intuitively that the apportionable scheme 

and the fully continuous scheme are identical situations, and 

thus call for identical reserves, namely tV(Ax). 

Proof: For death between x+r and x+r+l, at time s within 

that year, the value of the refund benefit at issue is 

or 

or 

or 

I 

I s (1 v l - s ) ds 
p v sPx+rllx+r+s -

[Ax~r:il ~/v·sPx+rllx+r+s~s) 
..,. 

P (Ax) [A-
x 

A I - x· -6-
Axtr :11 

peA ) 
The value at issue of all benefits is A + __ x_ 

x G 
and the value at issue of future net premiums is 

Then A x 
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Thus 

earlier definition. 

9.· a .P(A l <I x x 

, which verifies our 

The present value of future benefits at duration t is 

and the present value of future premiums at duration t is 

Finally the reserve is PVFB - PVFP 

AX+t + lp(A l [1 - <I.a- - 1 + d'· I dp(A l .. 6 x x+t 'ax+ t -"6 x 'ax+t 

The case for m in general is similar but more algebraically 

intricate. The net premium collected at the beginning of each 

roth is l.p{m} (A l = PtA l .a-:-:-.. The refund for death at 
m x x l/ml 

time s within the mth of death is P(Axl ·a-l / m _ sl' O~ s~~ 

We again wish to show that the reserve is tV(Axl. 

Proof: For death at age x+r+~s, the value of the refund 
m 

~-" benefit at issue is 

,,0 •• -( IV", 
/ v r .c vk / m 'P(A l V

S .a- ds ~o rPx t70 k/roPx+r x 0 sPx+r+k/m~x+r+k/m+s ~ . 

Parallel to the m=l case, this simplifies to i·p(A l [A - A(ml). 
u· x x x 

Equating the value at issue of all net premiums to the value of 

all benefits 
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p{m}(A).ii(m) A +!.P(A)[A 
x x x <5 x x 

Making use of the identity A~m) = 

verifies our earlier definition of 

- A(m) J. 
x 

Finally the reserve at duration t is PVFB - PVFP 

this equation 

= Ax +· t + !'P(A ) [A <5 x x+t 

(m) 
A (m) J __ d_.P(A ) .ii (m) 

x+t <5 x x+t 

Again using Ax+t = I - <5.ax +t and A(m) = I 
x+t 

the reserve expression easily reduces to tV(Ax)' 

III. END-OF-YEAR BENEFIT CASE 

d
Im) .. (m) 

.ax + t 

For the end-of-year benefit case, not discussed by Scher, 

the derivations are quite anal.ogous to those in Section II. As 

a result, they will be somewhat abbreviated here. 

For m=l, the net premium p~l} is defined as px'an ' and 

the appropriate refund for death at time s, but paid with the 

basic benefit at year-end, is Px'51-~' We wish to show that 

tV~l} = tVx' 

Proof: The value of the refund benefit at issue is 

P ~ v r p i'v. p . 5 ds which reduces to 
x L.. r x s x+rll x+r+s l-Sl ' 

"':0 0 

Equating the values of net premiums and all benefits at issue 

verifies our earlier definition of p~l}. Taking PVFB - PVFP at 

duration t verifies that the reserve is tVx' 
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For m in general, the net premium collected at the begin

ning of each mth is !.p{m} = p 'al~/ ,and the refund for 
m x x lim. 

death at time s within the mth of death, paid at year-end, is 

Px'Sl / m _ sl' further accumulated at interest to year-end. 
m-k-l 

Thus for death at age x+r+lii+s, the refund is Px,sl / m _ sl"(1+i) 

We again wish to show that the reserve is tVx' 

Proof: The value of the refund benefit at issue is 

m 

"" 1'1-1 YM m-k-l 
P L r Lv 1 ·s··------,'Cl+iJ m d x ,..~oV rPx «r-o . k/mPx+r _ 0 sPx+r+k/mlJx+r+k/m+s lim - Sl s, 

which reduces to !.p [A - A
x
Cm )], as expected. 

15 x x 

Equating the values at issue of net premiums and all benefits 

verifies our definition of p{m}. Taking PVFS - PVFP at duration x 

t verifies that the reserve is tVx' 
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